INVITATION TO THE MARTEN/ NAGRA ROOM AT HIGH END 2012 IN MUNICH.

THIS YEAR MARTEN SHARING ROOM WITH WORLD FAMOUS SWISS HIGH END PRODUCER NAGRA. NAGRA WILL INTRODUCE A NEW PREAMP ON THIS SHOW.

MARTEN WILL PRESENT AS MANY AS 5 NEW SPEAKER MODELS.
Marten Django XL represents a new way of speaker design from Marten. Django is a powerful three way full range model which employs three 8” aluminum bass units from Seas, a ceramic midrange and a ceramic tweeter from Accuton. Retail price is €10000/pair. Django XL is already the greatest success in Marten’s history.
Marten's classic series Heritage present the sound of Marten in the Scandinavian tradition of functionalism where simple forms meet function. This series is where true audiophiles find their way and now all four models get a substantial upgrade. New ceramic tweeters with latest technology called Cell from Accuton in Duke 2, Miles 5 and Getz 2, upgraded bass units in Duke 2, Miles 5, Getz 2 and Bird 2, new crossover, new feet, pucks and cones for the whole series.
MAIN SYSTEM

Marten Django XL, M.Amp, M.Furniture
Cd player, phono stge, new preamp from Nagra. Cables PAD. Turntable
Brinkmann Audio, Acoustic treatment Svanå Miljö Teknik.

SECOND SYSTEM
Marten Heritage Miles 5, world premiere at high end 2012
Integrated amp Nagra 300 B, Cd player Nagra, Cables PAD, M.Furniture,
Acoustics treatment Svanå Miljö Teknik.

Welcome to visit Marten in room: Atrium 4 F222. If you would like to schedule a meeting with us, please get in touch.